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Day: Tuesday       Date: 18.08.2020 

 

Revision Work Sheet – 1 (Day: 1) 

Subject: English Language 

     Topic: Pronoun 

 

1. Tick (√) the correct pronoun to complete these sentences. 

 

a. I have a pet dog. He / It / You is very intelligent. 

      

 
 

b. John and Jonny are brothers. We / She / They like 

fishing. 
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2. Complete these sentences using It / She / I / You in the 

given blanks.  

 

a. Sara is my friend. _______ likes to draw picture. 

 
b. My name is Zara. _______ live in Mirpur. 

 

3. Circle the pronoun in the given sentences.  

a. He goes to school everyday. 

 
b. Do you know this address? 

 
c. We will buy a car. 
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4. Match the nouns with the correct pronoun by drawing a 

straight line.  

 

                   Noun                   Pronoun 

             Tania               It 

             Rabbit, Dog               We 

             Roy               They 

             Car               He 

             I and Mom               She 
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Topic: Verb 

1. Write down the past form of the given verbs in the given 

boxes. 

 

                   Present                       Past 

                      read  

                      laugh  

                      run  

                      jump  

                      stand  

                      eat  

                      cry  

                      play  

                      sit  

                      cut  
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2. Write down the past form of the underlined verb of the 

following sentences in the given boxes.  

 

a. He plays cricket.        

           
   

b. Mother cuts vegetables yesterday.  

 

 

 

c. The cat jump over the fence.  
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3. Match the present form of the verb with the correct past 

form by drawing a straight line. 

 

                   Present                   Past 

             stand               cut 

             cry               played 

             run               stood 

             cut               cried 

             play               ran 

 

  

 

4. Write down the missing letters in the given lines. 

a.   a __ e 
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b.   s t o __  __ 

          
c.   r __  __ d 

          
d.   c __ y 

          
e.   l __ u g __  

          

 

5. Re-arrange the following jumbled words and write them 

in the given space. 

tasnd  =        
    

utc  =       
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upmj  =        
 
 

6. Match the jumbled words with the correct word by 
drawing a straight line. 

 

  anr eat 

yapl laughed 

doost ran 

tae play 

dughlae stood 
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